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Path to Greater Transparency:  
Office of Public Accountability / Ratepayer Advocate
Concept of a LADWP Ratepayer Advocate had been discussed for about a decade

The voters of the City of Los Angeles created the Office of Public Accountability/ 
Ratepayer Advocate in March 2011, with a 78% vote in favor of Charter Amendment I.

“Office of Public Accountability (OPA) shall provide public independent analysis of 
department actions as they relate to water and electricity rates.”

The OPA/Ratepayer Advocate (RPA) is a separate Office of the City of Los 
Angeles, and independent of the Department of Water & Power (DWP).

RPA appointment process:

RPA search committee appointed by Mayor, Council President, and the Chair of 
the Council’s Energy and Environment Committee in August 2011.

Frederick H. Pickel, Ph.D., appointed February 2012
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Path to Greater Transparency:
Unlike other Ratepayer Advocates

What it is not
Not a court-like trial 

Not an audit 

Not an inspector general  

Not the management or the decision-maker

Three general areas, seven components
Rate review:  revenue requirements, rate structure 

Planning: annual budget, project / program need, integrated resource / long-term plan 

Other:  complaint review, and special issues

Old Rate Review Process

New Rate Review Process

DWP Rate
Proposal

DWP 
Board

E&E
Review
(Y/N)

Council 
(Y/N) Mayor

DWP Rate 
Proposal

DWP 
Board

E&E
Review
(Y/N)

Council 
(Y/N) MayorRPA/OPA

Review
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Path to Greater Transparency:
Rate Review Timeline
The DWP has already provided extensive background information to the OPA on the 
DWP’s proposed water and power budgets, financial plans, and rate proposals.

March and April 2012:  Background information provided by LADWP

March:  DWP, OPA, and City discuss 5 year versus 2 or 3 year increase

April through June:  DWP held community meetings regarding revised rate proposal, 
continued from the summer of 2011.

May 1:  Detailed power rate proposal released to OPA  

June 1:  Draft power ordinance

June 6: Detailed water rate proposal

June 21: Draft water ordinance
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Rate Review Timeline (Continued)
OPA released the review of the DWP rate proposals in August.

Power rate review summary released on August 22

Power rate review will include:
OPA “Power Point” Summary report
PA Consulting detailed report, released August 23

Water rate proposal and review deferred

OPA holding public workshops (see http://opa.lacity.org for current schedule)

Regional meetings started August 23 

Business customer sessions started August 24

DWP Board met on September 12 and approved the power rate proposal

City Council Energy & Environment Committee hearings on September 19

First City Council vote possible week of September 24

Rates effective possibly in November
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Path to Greater Transparency:  Successes to Date
Driven by demands for “rate advocacy” over the last decade

Building on City Administrative Officer / Chief Legislative Analyst efforts supported 
by PA Consulting since 2010

The release of this review is the first major, formal step in achieving the goals of 
greater transparency in the “public independent analysis of DWP actions as they 
relate to water and electricity rates” through the OPA

Continuing collaboration of CLA/CAO, now with the OPA, supported by 
PA Consulting

Input from Council, Mayor, Neighborhood Councils, and the public

Complete cooperation by LADWP management, with an unprecedented level of 
openness

The successes

Rate changes cover 2 years rather than 5 years

Better understanding of LADWP rate needs and the drivers

Detailed evaluation of financial plans, links to revenue requirements, and rates

Evaluation of costs and benchmarking of key costs
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LADWP Power Rate Proposal
The power rate proposals have evolved since first proposed in mid-2011, with no 
increase granted until appointment and review by Ratepayer Advocate.

The current proposal reflects changes made by LADWP reflecting input from 
OPA/CAO/CLA team from April 2012 through the present. 

System 
Average Rate 
Change vs. 
Prior Fiscal 
Year

Past Proposed Preliminary, Not 
Proposed

Year 11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 15/16 16/17

Proposed 
mid-2011

6% ~5% ~5%

Proposed Now 
2012*

0% 4.88% 6.02% 7.8% 7.5% 6.0%

* Financial Plan Case 119
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LADWP Power Rate Proposal:
Impact Comparisons

Valley Residential 
Customers:

88% of Valley 
customers see 
increase of less 
than 4.9%

All Residential 
Customers:

85% of all 
residential 
customers see 
increase of less 
than 4.9%
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LADWP Power Rate Proposal:
Drivers -- Mandates, Infrastructure, & Conservation

LADWP’s primary driver for its proposed power rate increase is its capital expenditure 
program

Total assets for power are now about $12 billion

Capital expenditures during the FY2012/13 and FY2013/14 are $3.1 billion on an 
asset base of about $12 billion and annual retail revenues of $3.2 billion

Expenditure increases are driven by state and federal mandates

Source:  DWP Rate Proposal to DWP Board

Fiscal Year 2013/14 vs. Current Year 
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LADWP Power Rate Proposal:
The Choices

Ignore the Mandates?  

No, but…

There is time for discussion on aspects of the mandates given the long 
investment cycle 

What is discretionary?  PRP and conservation

PRP 
Reliability is paramount to customers
The most expensive power is the power that you don’t have:  outages are expensive

Conservation
The item customers request most!
Often the cheapest alternative

Bottom line:  

The OPA recommends approval of the power rate proposal, reflecting the 
proposal as evolved in OPA/CLA/CAO/PA Consulting discussions with DWP
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Stresses on LADWP
The mandates and continuing need for infrastructure replacement drive the need for 
future rate increases for the foreseeable future.

The preliminary financial plans have capital expenditures of $7.4 billion over next 
five years.  The asset base is expected to grow to almost $17 billion by mid-2017.

IRP shows the continuation of this need beyond 2017.

This impacts LADWP negatively in several ways:

DWP energy sales are already expected to decline, in contrast to a century of 
power industry growth

LADWP’s relative cost ranking is threatened:  rates and O&M costs have already 
been growing faster than peers

Benchmarking shows wage rates substantially in excess of peers, but key contracts 
extend 2 more years.  
Even if a one-time 10% labor cost reduction was possible, rate impact would only be a 
cumulative 1-2% over several years.

LADWP’s debt level climbs into riskier territory (over 65%)
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Stresses on LADWP:
The Continued Cost Drivers Mid-2012 Through Mid-2017
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Conclusions
LADWP’s two year power rate proposal should be approved

LADWP must continue its transformation process

Cost reductions begun in 2011 have exceeded targets

This effort must continue and broaden to be fully transformational

Key areas for continuing transformation*
Business management / performance improvement

Improve investment viability reviews and on-going investment management
Performance measurement at business unit, functional, and individual levels, including enterprise 
risk management
On-going benchmarking of key costs, including repowering, PRP, and cost components like debt 
and total labor compensation

Cost management
Collaborative efforts between city, LADWP, and labor on contracting out and to bring salaries and 
benefits closer to market rates
Process improvements across the organization
Review fuel hedging strategies and processes

Addressing mandates from a ratepayer perspective
Cost-benefit discussions are appropriate even for established mandates

Success on increased transparency, shorter rate increase period
*The PA Consulting report at http://lacity.org/ForResidents/YourNeighborhood/index.htm
and http://opa.lacity.org provides the supporting rate proposal analysis, cost review, 
and recommendation details. 
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APPENDIX 1

Detailed Recommendations
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Conclusions: 
The Power Rate Proposal

LADWP’s two year power rate proposal should be approved

PA#1. The proposed rate ordinances should be adopted on an interim basis. 

PA#2. The surcharge-based restructuring approach should be revisited in two 
years’ time and replaced with fully restructured permanent rates once legal 
considerations allow. 

PA#3. Conduct a new formal cost of service study in order to prepare for 
subsequent rate restructuring. 

PA#4. The City should explicitly consider some of the program costs that would 
be collected in the new surcharges. (addressed in LADWP reply for DWP Board)

OPA/PA supplement:  Decoupling mechanism added for post FY2013/2014 in 
proposed ordinance needs technical modification to avoid possible double 
counting. (addressed by DWP amendment to draft incremental rate ordinance 
with DWP Board approval)
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Conclusions:
LADWP must continue its transformation process – the key areas

Business management / performance improvement
Improve investment viability reviews and on-going investment management

PA#15, 12*
Performance measurement at business unit, functional, and individual levels, including 
enterprise risk management

PA#9, 16, 2009 IEA Study
On-going benchmarking of key costs, including repowering, PRP, and cost 
components like debt and total labor compensation

PA#5, 6, 8, 13, 16 

Cost management
Collaborative efforts between city, LADWP, and labor on contracting out and to bring 
salaries and benefits closer to market rates

PA#7, 8, 10,11
Process improvements across the organization

PA#14, 8, 10, 11, 16
Review fuel hedging strategies and processes

PA#9

Addressing mandates from a ratepayer perspective
Cost-benefit discussions are appropriate even for established mandates

PA#15

*Ties from the OPA general recommendation to the PA Consulting specific 
recommendations on the following pages are noted as “PA#__”
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Conclusions:
LADWP must continue its transformation process (con’t.)

PA Consulting’s specific cost transformation recommendations

PA#5. Examine the costs associated with repowering construction through a 
benchmarking study or through a bottom up review of costs and consideration of 
equipment procurement practices. Review the cost per plant and technology for 
the program to ensure that costs are reasonable on a per MW basis.
PA#6. Conduct a benchmarking assessment of the PRP’s targets, spending level, 
and effectiveness to make sure the appropriate resources are being brought to 
bear in this area.
PA#7. Begin to work with the union to find common ground that allows greater 
flexibility to contract out effectively and bring salaries and benefits closer to 
market rates, as indicated by LADWP’s utility peers.
PA#8. Benchmark staffing and outsourcing levels against that of utility peers.  
Identify opportunities to contract out and explore the potential savings to begin 
making a case where promising opportunities exist.  Investigate the outsourcing 
potential across all Systems, with the best additional opportunities expected to be 
found in Joint Services. 
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Conclusions:
LADWP must continue its transformation process  (con’t.)

PA Consulting’s specific cost transformation recommendations (con’t)

PA#9. Complete a rigorous review of the hedging plan in the interest of locking in 
today’s low fuel prices and protecting ratepayers from downside risk.   
PA#10. Review overtime expenses allocation, as well as a review of LADWP’s 
contractual requirements that have an impact on overtime. 
PA#11. Evaluate the net impact of increasing the number of odd-hour shifts (at a 
4-7% salary premium) as a means of limiting overtime. 
PA#12. Set a firm three-year plan for energy efficiency, similar to that of the other 
large California utilities, that plans expenditure levels at a realistically achievable 
tempo according to cost effectiveness measurements and includes savings 
verification. 
PA#13. Consider the costs and benefits of a ratings downgrade. 
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Conclusions:
LADWP must continue its transformation process  (con’t.)

PA Consulting’s specific process transformation recommendations

PA#14. Find greater efficiency by pursuing process improvement efforts across a 
range of areas and practices.  Appropriate studies should be completed to identify 
the cost reduction potential associated with a range of process improvements.   
PA#15. Adopt a more methodical approach to assessing and communicating the 
viability of new investments, an important effort that has been practiced more 
effectively in the Water System.  All evaluations should include the consequences 
of inaction, alternatives considered, and cost-benefit analysis.  Any non-
mandated projects that cannot be shown to reduce costs or increase revenue 
collection should not be undertaken without further review. 
PA#16. Review the Joint System cost allocation methodology to ensure that 
both systems are bearing their appropriate share of the costs. 
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APPENDIX 2

Supporting Materials
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LADWP Power Rate Proposal:
Capital Expenditures and the Mandates
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Components of Power Cost,  FY 2012-13

Source:  DWP Rate Proposal to DWP Board
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Recommended 2-Year Power Rate Change with Customer Bill 
Impacts

Note: Rate shown is System Average Rate. Actual rates vary by customer type and consumption levels. 

Source:  DWP Rate Proposal to DWP Board
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Impact on Single-Dwelling Residential:  Entire City – 61% < Avg 4.9%

Source:  DWP 
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Impact on Single-Dwelling Residential:  Valley – 68% < Avg 4.9%

Source:  DWP 
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LADWP Rates Benchmark: Residential

Source:  DWP Rate Proposal to DWP Board
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LADWP Rates Benchmark:  Commercial & Industrial

Source:  DWP Rate Proposal to DWP Board


